A quantitative analysis of myocardial mechanics is fundamental to understanding cardiac function, diagnosis of heart disease, and assessment of therapeutic intervention. Displacement encoding with stimulatedecho (DENSE) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique was developed to track the three-dimensional (3D) displacement vector of discrete material grid points in the myocardial tissue. Despite the wealth of information gained from DENSE images, the current software only provides two-dimensional in-plane deformation. The objective of this study is to introduce a postprocessing method to reconstruct and visualize continuous dynamic 3D displacement and strain fields in the ventricular wall from DENSE data. An anatomically accurate hexagonal finite-element model of the left ventricle (LV) is reconstructed by fitting a prolate spheroidal primitive to contour points of the epi-and endocardial surfaces. The continuous displacement field in the model is described mathematically based on the discrete DENSE vectors using a minimization method with smoothness regularization. Based on the displacement, heart motion and myocardial stretch (or strain) are analyzed. Illustratory computations were conducted with DENSE data of three infarcted and one normal sheep ventricles. The full 3D results show stronger overall axial shortening, wall thickening, and twisting of the normal LV compared with the infarcted hearts. Local myocardial stretches show a dyskinetic LV in the apical region, dilation of apex in systole, and a compensatory increase in strain in the healthy basal region as a compensatory mechanism. We conclude that the proposed postprocessing method significantly extends the utility of DENSE MRI, which may provide a patient-specific 3D model of cardiac mechanics. magnetic resonance imaging; displacement-encoding with stimulated echo; heart motion analysis; finite element NONINVASIVE IMAGING TECHNIQUES, such as magnetic resonance (MRI), X-ray computed tomography, and tissue Doppler, have been used as clinical tools for visualization and analysis of heart motion. These tools are essential for understanding the heart function in normal and disease states, as well as for diagnosis of heart disease, design of treatment, and assessment of therapeutic interventions. Among these imaging modalities, MRI-based techniques are often used for measuring myocardial motion and deformation. With use of radio-frequency (RF) pulse to alter the local magnetic properties of the tissue, tagged MRI generates grid lines that are embedded in the myocardium (26). By tracing the deformation of the tag lines recorded in cine images, myocardial displacement can be recovered (10, 11). Phase-contrast MRI has also been developed to measure the instantaneous velocity field in the myocardium (17, 22) . The Eulerian description of the velocity, however, makes it difficult to track large tissue motion due to motion artifacts. The strain-encoded MRI yields through-plane strain in the myocardium, with limitation that the strain field is only twodimensional (2D) (9, 21). An important concurrence of these various studies is that the strain field in the myocardium is three-dimensional (3D) and inhomogeneous, especially in heart disease, where the local passive and active mechanical properties of the myocardium change.
NONINVASIVE IMAGING TECHNIQUES, such as magnetic resonance (MRI), X-ray computed tomography, and tissue Doppler, have been used as clinical tools for visualization and analysis of heart motion. These tools are essential for understanding the heart function in normal and disease states, as well as for diagnosis of heart disease, design of treatment, and assessment of therapeutic interventions. Among these imaging modalities, MRI-based techniques are often used for measuring myocardial motion and deformation. With use of radio-frequency (RF) pulse to alter the local magnetic properties of the tissue, tagged MRI generates grid lines that are embedded in the myocardium (26) . By tracing the deformation of the tag lines recorded in cine images, myocardial displacement can be recovered (10, 11) . Phase-contrast MRI has also been developed to measure the instantaneous velocity field in the myocardium (17, 22) . The Eulerian description of the velocity, however, makes it difficult to track large tissue motion due to motion artifacts. The strain-encoded MRI yields through-plane strain in the myocardium, with limitation that the strain field is only twodimensional (2D) (9, 21 ). An important concurrence of these various studies is that the strain field in the myocardium is three-dimensional (3D) and inhomogeneous, especially in heart disease, where the local passive and active mechanical properties of the myocardium change.
A method for tracking the displacement of the tissue by modulating and tracking the phase of magnetic spin has been developed (7) . This phase-based method is also called displacement-encoded with stimulated-echo (DENSE) MRI (1) (2) (3) . It combines the advantages of tagged MRI and phasecontrast MRI and directly provides 3D displacement vector of material grid points in the tissue with pixelwise spatial resolution. The postprocessing of the displacement-encoded images involves phase unwrapping, for which quality-map guided technique (5), adaptive phase unwrapping, and adaptive spatial filter techniques have been derived (24) . The outcomes of the postprocess include spatial (X, Y, and Z) coordinates of a set of material grid points at the end-diastolic reference state and their displacement vectors at each time frame. In-plane strain maps and transmural circumferential strain curves during the cardiac cycle are also calculated. These direct parameters do not fully bring out the 3D information enclosed in the displacement vectors and are inadequate for detail mechanical analysis of heart function. For example, motion of the discrete material grid points provides an overview of heart deformation, which is not volumetric and not directly related to myocardial stress. A quantitative analysis of myocardial contractility requires a full 3D strain field, because the myocardium contracts in orientation that varies in the ventricular wall and does not lie in any one image plane (20) .
The purpose of this study was to reconstruct and visualize a continuous deformation field in the ventricular wall and through the whole cardiac cycle from the DENSE displacement vectors of the material grid points. To present mechanical indexes, such as left ventricular (LV) deformation and stretch, a finite-element (FE) model was reconstructed from contour points of the epi-and endocardial surfaces. For each image frame, a continuous 3D displacement field was then generated mathematically based on the discrete DENSE vectors, and myocardial stretch was derived. The time-varying deformation was reconstructed for the whole cardiac cycle by interpolating the results of all of the frames with closed cubic splines. The proof of concept was demonstrated in four sheep (three with ischemic heart disease and one normal) as outlined below.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DENSE MRI scanning and phase unwrapping. The experiments were performed on a 1.5-T whole body scanner (Sonata, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The animal study protocol was reviewed and approved by the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. In compliance with guidelines for humane care (National Institutes of Health publication no. 85-23, revised 1996), three adult male sheep (35-40 kg) were anesthetized with isoflurane; the electrocardiogram, arterial blood pressure, LV pressure, and pulmonary artery pressure were monitored throughout the procedure. A left thoracotomy was performed, and suture ligatures were placed around the left anterior descending artery and its second diagonal branch 40% of the distance from the apex to the base of the heart. Occlusion of these arteries at these locations reproducibly results in a moderately sized infarction involving slightly more than 20% of the LV mass at the anteroapex (16) . The chest was closed, and the animal was allowed to recover.
Approximately 8 wk after infarction, the animals were again anesthetized and taken to the MRI. One uninfarcted animal was anesthetized and taken to the MRI to study normal cardiac mechanics. Electrocardiogram and respiratory air belt signals were used to trigger and gate data acquisition, respectively. The standard chest coil combined with the spine coil array was used to receive the RF signal, while the body coil was used for RF transmission.
Five consecutive short-axis slices were acquired over 10 systolic phases. The displacement encoding section was consecutively shifted over the systolic period at 20-ms interval, while image acquisition was fixed at end systole. The imaging parameters included matrix size of 256 ϫ 256, field of view of 380 ϫ 380 mm 2 , slice thickness of 12 mm, interleaved k-space acquisition with 64 echoes per heartbeat, fast gradient recalled echo readout of repetition time/echo time ϭ 3 ms/2.2 ms, average of 5, displacement encoding moments of 0.85 radians/mm in-plane and 0.30 radians/mm through-slice, and total scan time of 15-20 min for the 5 slices (3).
The DENSE MRI data sets were processed with software DENSEview (24) . The analysis involves the following: 1) combination of multichannel images into three cine sets encoded in X, Y, and Z directions; 2) definition of LV wall by manually picking contour points on the epi-and endocardial surfaces; 3) unwrapping all of the phases with adaptive method for displacement vectors; and 4) calculation of the in-plane strain maps. The outputs include text files of the initial coordinates, displacement vectors (see Fig. 1 ) and strain at material grid points, and time history of transmural average strain on image planes. It also yields in-plane strain map and short-axis image slices. While the displacement vectors are full 3D, DENSEview does not give continuous displacement field in the myocardium and only displays the vector in 2D form at discrete material grid points on the image planes. The strains are also calculated on the image planes and are 2D. The lack of out-of-plane strain components limits the analysis of local myocardium function. For example, the principal shortening that describes the active contraction cannot be accessed as the myofiber architecture is not planar. In this study, a continuous 3D dynamic displacement field was reconstructed in the LV wall, with which the LV deformation was visualized and the strain indices were analyzed in detail.
FE model of LV. A FE mesh was employed to represent the geometry of LV and visualize the deformation. A Matlab program was written to read the coordinates of epi-and endocardial contour points (Fig. 2) of the image slices. The papillary muscles were excluded from the myocardium. The contour points were used to create FE model of LV, as described in APPENDIX A. Similar to the algorithms of Young and Axel (25), Costa et al. (8) , Li and Denney (14) , and others, we used prolate spheroidal coordinates and cubic B-spline to fit primitive surfaces (w ϭ w epi and w ϭ wendo) to epi-and endocardial contour points, respectively. It is noted that, with proper choice of the parameters for the prolate spheroidal coordinates, the u, v, and w directions approximately overlap with the longitudinal (axial), circumferential, and radial (thickness) directions of the local ventricular wall, respectively. To minimize the geometric distortion, smoothness regularization was imposed (14) . The objective function was in a quadratic form and can be minimized by solving a set of linear equations. A linear constraint was imposed on the fitting parameters A ij to ensure C 2 continuity at the apex. The space bounded by the fitted epi-and endocardial surfaces was then divided into standard 8-node quadrilateral elements (Fig. 2 ) using a linear interpolation of the surface shape functions. The size and number of the elements were controlled by user-defined partition of u, v, and w coordinates of the model. It should be noted that the geometric fitting is independent of the subsequently generated FE mesh, unlike the mesh-dependent algorithm of Young and Axel (25) . The FE mesh serves as a platform for visualization of heart motion and myocardial strains, and the mesh partition does not affect the reconstruction and analysis of the displacement and deformation.
Continuous displacement field. A continuous 3D displacement field was reconstructed from the DENSE displacement vectors using a minimization method. As described in APPENDIX B, the fitting was conducted in prolate spheroidal coordinates with displacement function f(u, v, w; t J ) for the Jth frame with time t ϭ t J . We opted to use the product of polynomial and triangular functions for f(u, v, w; t J ) to take advantage of analytic calculation of the smoothness regularization. The resulting objective function was quadratic, and the minimization was done by solving a set of linear equations. The dynamic displacement field was then approximated with a function f(u, v, w; t), which was obtained by an interpolated f(u, v, w; t J ) (J ϭ 1,2,3, . . .) with close cubic spline through the cardiac cycle.
Deformation field. Given a continuous representation of the displacement field, the deformation gradient F, tissue stretch tensor C (ϭF T F), and Green strain E [ϭ (C Ϫ I)/2] were calculated in reference to the end-diastolic state, in prolate spheroidal coordinates. The mathematical formulation for stretch calculation in curvilinear coordinates is standard in continuum mechanics (14, 19) . In this work, we focused on tissue stretches in circumferential, longitudinal, and radial direction, vv, uu, and ww, respectively. Physically, stretch in a direction N is calculated by ϭ ͌ N ⅐ C ⅐ N and presents the deformed length of a unit line element in direction N in the reference configuration. We also analyzed the principal stretches ( max, mid, min) and the corresponding principal direction vectors (Nmax, Nmid, Nmin), which make the eigensystem of tensor ͌ C (19) . Note that min is equivalent to the maximum shortening of myocardium.
RESULTS

Geometric fitting.
In this batch of DENSE MRI scans, five short-axis slices were obtained of a sheep LV. For every slice, we manually selected 20 -30 contour points on the epi-and endocardial surfaces, respectively. The total number of contour points was 100 -150 for the entire surfaces. Since short-axis slices did not pass through the apex, we manually added epiand endocardial apex points. For the cubic B-spline fitting function (Eq. A4), we found that 16 control points (N u ϭ N v ϭ 16) in u and v directions gave sufficiently good results. The weight ␥ n in Eq. A2 was 1.0 for all contour points, and those in the regularization function Eq. A3 were ␥ 0 ϭ 0.0025, ␥ u ϭ ␥ v ϭ 0.00075, and ␥ uu ϭ ␥ uv ϭ ␥ vv ϭ 0.00025. The use of more control points increased the flexibility of the fitting function and reduced the fitting error (Eq. A2), but also led to local geometric distortion. The distortion can be smoothened by increasing the regularization weights, but results in less flexible shape function and increased fitting errors.
The total computational time was ϳ15 s for surface fitting and mesh generation with a PC. of normal sheep and infarcted sheep M-I to M-III, and the end-diastolic chamber volume is 43.9, 60.1, 100.1, and 85.0 ml, respectively. Compared with normal heart that remains elliptic in shape around the apex, the infarcted LVs have dilated spherical shape and no apex (6) . The infarcted LV wall also shows significant thinning toward the apex, somewhat abruptly and locally for sheep M-III, and more gradually and uniformly for M-I and M-II.
Displacement field and deformation. For each LV, displacement vectors were extracted from DENSE MRI scans at ϳ2,500 -3,500 material grid points (Fig. 1 ). For the displacement fitting function (Eq. A7), ␥ uu ϭ ␥ vv ϭ ␥ ww ϭ 0.001, and ␥ uv ϭ ␥ uw ϭ ␥ vw ϭ 0.0005. The effects of the weights on the fitting have been investigated previously (8, 25) . In general, it is best to adjust the weights for individual data sets, according to the number of data points and their spatial distribution. The displacement fitting shape function (Eq. A7) consists of polynomial and triangular shape functions that span a complete functional space that describes arbitrary continuous displacement field. The convergence of the fitting is guaranteed by the completeness and linear independence of the shape functions. The fitting accuracy depends on the number of DENSE material grid points and their distribution, as well as the number of shape functions. It is further noted that the FE mesh reconstructed in the above section is merely used for visualization of the deformation, and it does not affect the reconstruction of displacement field.
In APPENDIX C, we validated the method and investigated the sensitivity to possible random error of DENSE data, using the normal sheep LV as a numerical phantom. The results are summarized in Table A1 of the relative root mean squared error (RMSE) and in Fig. A2 of the 3D stretches and strains. The observations are as follows. 1) The displacement field in the numerical phantom was successfully reconstructed from the discrete DENSE displacement vectors.
2) The relative RMSE were much higher for the strains than the stretches.
3) The spatial distribution of myocardial stretches and strains was well reproduced, with the random error of the DENSE data up to Ϯ20%. 4) Although the RMSE increased with the error of the DENSE data, it did not show a tendency to amplify the error, indicating moderate sensitivity to the error.
For a DENSE data set with ϳ10 frames, the total computational time for reconstruction of displacement field was ϳ90 s with a PC. The relative RMSE between the measured and predicted deformed position of the material grid points (Eq. A10) is plotted in Fig. 3 of normal sheep and infarcted sheep M-I to M-III. The relative RMSE reached maximum at the first three frames when the LV underwent the largest deformation, ϳ0.5-0.6% for normal LV, but less for infarcted hearts that did not deformed as much. After coefficients (C 0 J , C J , A J , B J ) were obtained, we applied a displacement field (Eq. A7) on the FE model for visualization of LV motion and deformation. The myocardial stretches and the Green strain were computed.
The deformed LV model of normal sheep and infarcted M-I and M-II is shown in Fig. 4 , together with displaced DENSE material grid points. The image frames were 0, 40, 80, and 140 ms after end diastole. LV ejection volume (EV), quantified by the maximum reduction of the chamber volume, is estimated at 18.1, 18.2, and 11.8 ml, corresponding to ejection fraction (EF) of 41, 31, and 12%, respectively. It is noted that DENSE data of the first five frames of sheep M-III were lost, and the EV and EF were not obtained.
Contour of the circumferential twisting angle, i.e., the change of v coordinate of the material grid points, is shown in Fig. 5 of normal sheep and M-I and M-II, at time t ϭ 40 ms after end diastole. Short-axial slices are plotted at z ϭ Ϫ0.5 cm (close to the base), Ϫ2.5 cm (equatorial region), and Ϫ4.5 cm (near to the apex).
Myocardial stretches. The local deformation of the myocardium can be described by material stretches. Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of longitudinal stretch uu , circumferential stretch vv , and radial stretch ww of normal sheep and infarcted sheep M-II at t ϭ 40 ms after end diastole. The short-axial slices are extracted at z ϭ Ϫ0.5 cm (close to the base), Ϫ2.5 cm (equatorial region), and Ϫ4.5 cm (near to the apex). The maximum and minimum principal stretches, max and min , and the corresponding vectors were also analyzed. To give a more global overview of the stretches, we consider volumetric averages in 144 endocardial, midwall, and epicardial sectors, as shown in Fig. 7A in normal LV. The principal stretches max and min in the midwall sectors are shown in Fig. 7, B-D 
DISCUSSION
Ventricular deformation and ejection function. As shown in Fig. 4 , the apex of normal and infarcted ventricles undergoes very little translation. The normal LV shows significant axial shortening at t ϭ 40 and 80 ms and nearly retracts at 140 ms. The circumferential contraction (reduction of short-axis radius) is nearly uniform and is synchronous with the axial shortening, and both contribute to LV ejection. The wall thickening is also synchronous and is nearly uniform in the entire ventricular wall.
The infarcted ventricles show much weaker overall axial shortening, e.g., the base region moves much less than the normal LV in z direction (Fig. 4, B and C) . At ϳ40 ms after end diastole, the basal circumference significantly contracts, while the apical circumference dilates due to increased chamber pressure. This asynchronization accounts for the reduced EF, 31 and 12% compared with 41% of the normal LV. On the other hand, EV of M-I remained at the same level as for the normal LV, due to significantly increased end-diastolic chamber volume (60.1 vs. 43.9 ml). EV of severely infarcted M-II, however, was much lower, even though the chamber volume (100.1 ml) was Ͼ200% of the normal ventricle. As discussed below, the basal myocardial contraction contributes to the overall LV shortening to eject blood, while dilation of the infarcted apex that lost contractility shows a reverse effect. Similarly, the wall thickening is significant in some regions near to the base, but is significantly weaker toward the apex with some local thinning. Figure 5A shows significant twisting motion of normal LV, i.e., a large basal region twists counterclockwise (yellow and red color with view from the base), while a large region close to the apex twist in the opposite direction (blue color). For sheep M-I (Fig. 5B) , twisting is most pronounced near the base and drops quickly toward the apex, leaving a large volume (green color) with very little circumferential movement. Circumferential twisting of sheep M-II (Fig. 5C ) is further reduced in the basal region and almost vanishes elsewhere. This finding is consistent with previous observations that LV twisting is impaired in IDH due to the loss of the elliptic shape of the apex and loss of contractility of the helical myofiber structure (6) .
Myocardial stretches and strains. In the normal sheep (Fig.  6A) , the longitudinal stretch uu is found lower than 1.0 in a large volume from the base to the apex (green and blue color), except for a corner of the base where uu is Ͼ1.0 likely, due to tethering of surrounding tissue. During the heartbeat, the longitudinal stretch synchronizes with the same magnitude in the basal and apical regions (Fig. 8A) , indicating fairly uniform uu in the entire LV wall. The circumferential shortening is significant in the normal LV, as quantified by stretch vv (Fig. 6C) . The distribution of vv is also fairly uniform (Figs. 6C and 8B) . The stretches uu and vv are closely synchronous in both basal and apical region (Fig. 8, A and B) , resulting in efficient LV ejection. The distribution of ww shows similar pattern as for vv and uu (Fig. 6, E and F) . The basal region of infarcted LV M-I shows significant longitudinal and circumferential shortening (Fig. 8, A and B) , with the later being stronger than the normal LV. The shortening in the apical region synchronized with the basal region, however, is much weaker. For LV M-II with a larger dilated infarcted region, the basal longitudinal and circumferential shortening are similar to normal and M-I ventricles. The apical stretches (Figs. 6, B and C,  and 8, A and B) , however, indicate that the infarcted myocardium lengthens during LV systole in both longitudinal and circumferential directions due to the increase in chamber pressure, as also shown in Fig. 4C of deformed configuration. Such asynchronous basal and apical deformation considerably reduces the EF. Figure 8 , A and B, shows that the normal LV relaxes the shortening earlier and faster than the infarcted. This is evidence of compensation in infarcted hearts: the normal basal myocardium contracts stronger and longer to restore the decreased ejection. Principal stretches and myofiber architecture. Unlike the stretches uu , vv , and ww that are coordinate dependent, the principal stretches max and min are invariants and are potentially more relevant to myocardial mechanics. For example, there has been speculation that the principal vectors may have a close relation to the helical myofiber architecture (6), i.e., the minimum principal stretch min is a direct index of contractility of the myocytes, and the principal vector N min lays in the local myofibril orientation during LV ejection. The physical basis is that contraction of the myocytes is the source of myocardial shortening.
In normal LV, max is closely correlated to wall thickening, as indicated by N max that orients almost transmurally (Fig. 9) and by the similarity of the spatial distribution of ww and max (see Fig. A2 ). This is the result of nearly uniform circumferential and longitudinal shortening, as discussed above. In general, max is higher in the basal region than the apical region (Fig. 8C ) of normal and infarcted hearts. However, max in the apical region of infarcted ventricles are not correlated to wall thickening. This is evidenced by N max , which does not orient transmurally in some apical regions (Fig. 9) . In these regions, the circumferential and longitudinal stretches are higher than wall thickening (Fig. 6, B, D, and F) and thus are the major contributors to max .
In normal LV, the minimum principal stretch min shows moderate spatial variation (Fig. 7B) . It reaches the minimum in the equatorial region, indicating the maximum shortening. The contraction in the basal region is slightly weaker. Figure 8D further shows that the average min has the same pattern and magnitude in the basal and apical regions throughout the cardiac cycle. As shown in Fig. 9B , the corresponding principal stretch vector N min is not in the circumferential or the longitudinal direction. The vector field is fully 3D and features a helical structure that resembles the helical myofibral architecture, as described in Buckberg et al. (6) . The relationship cannot be verified or quantified by the present DENSE data, however, due to insufficient temporal and through-plane spatial resolutions.
In M-I and M-II, the distribution of min has been altered by infarction, as shown in Fig. 7 , C and D. The contraction has is decreased (higher min ) in the infarcted apical region, but is enhanced (lower min ) in the basal region where the myocardium is perfused. In average, the basal contraction is slightly stronger than in the normal LV (Fig. 8D ) and lasts longer in systole. The more severely infarcted LV M-III shows even stronger and longer basal contraction as in Fig. 8D . These observations are consistent with the longitudinal and circumferential shortening discussed above. In the basal region, the principal vector N min also shows some full 3D structure (Fig.  9) , similar to the normal LV. In the dilated region below the base, N min is disorganized ordered and does not reflect the myofibril orientation. This implies that the deformation is mainly passive and does not reflect myocardial contraction. In this region, in particular LV M-II, the stretches uu , vv , and ww are all close to 1.0 (Fig. 6, B, D, and F) . In this situation, the determination of principal vectors is very sensitive to factors such as noise and fitting errors and need to be determined more carefully in the future.
Compensatory mechanism. The stronger myocardial circumferential and principal shortening in the basal region of infarcted ventricles, as well as longer duration of shortening, indicate compensation to the decreased LV ejection. The recent experimental study of Guccione et al. (10) on the effect for anteroapical aneurysm plication shows that, after 6 wk of the operation, the basal and equatorial circumferential shortening reduced in the lateral and posterior regions, but increased in the anterior and septal region. The reduction, however, is more significant. This is consistent with the present observation of increased circumferential shortening in infarct state. Their results also show that myocardial shortening is circumferentially heterogeneous and suggest more local analysis for our study on DENSE data. On the other hand, the compensatory mechanism alone cannot recover the EF of infarcted LV. For LV M-I, the EV is maintained by increase in end-diastolic chamber volume. For LV M-II, however, EV is only ϳ60% of normal, even though the end-diastolic chamber volume increased to Ͼ200%. Therefore, therapy to regain the apical contractility is needed for recovery of LV ejection function. Under certain conditions, surgical ventricular restoration (23) may be necessary.
Border zone deformation. The change of systolic function in the ischemic border zone has been well recognized (13) . The recent DENSE study of Ashikaga et al. (4) shows reduced circumferential shortening in the border zone. The authors suggested that the impaired shortening function is likely due to the mechanical tethering between the normal and infarcted myocardium, but not the electrical factors. In this study, the infarcted myocardium of M-II was so large that the border zone has extended close to the base. Thus the myocardial contraction increases (Fig. 7D ) in some portion of the border zone as compensatory mechanism and does decrease in the rest. The border zone in M-I, while not identified in the experiment, is likely near the equator of the LV, where the contraction is weaker than in the normal ventricle, as indicated by min in Fig. 7C . However, the basal contraction apparently increases to compensate. This is consistent with the observation of Ashikaga et al. (4) of stronger circumferential shortening in the remote myocardium. DENSE data with higher spatial resolution in conjunction with hyperenhancement studies will be necessary for more comprehensive investigation of the border zone mechanics.
Conclusions. We present a postprocessing method to reconstruct FE model and continuous displacement and stretch/strain fields of LV from discrete DENSE MRI displacement data. The geometric and displacement fittings use minimization method with regularization. A proof-of-concept study was conducted with DENSE data of one normal sheep and three infarcted sheep with IDH. The image processing method is stable and computationally efficient and enables analysis and visualization of the detailed local myocardial deformation in terms of tissue stretches and principal stretch vectors. The major conclusions are as follows: 1) the infarcted apex slightly dilates and does not twist significantly in systole with significant reduction of EF, which cannot be compensated by increase of basal circumferential contraction; 2) a potential compensatory mechanism involves longer duration of contraction in systole; 3) distribution of myocardial stretches and strains is significantly altered by infarction; 4) in unimpaired myocardium, the minimum principal stretch min can serve as an index of myocyte contractility, and the corresponding principal vector N min resembles the helical myofiber architecture. In the infarcted myocardium, min and N min are not correlated to myocyte contractility and myofibril orientation. We conclude that the proposed method provides a detailed view of the heart and holds promise for applications of DENSE to understanding cardiac functions in the clinical setting.
APPENDIX A
Geometric Fitting and FE Model of LV
We used prolate spheroidal coordinates (8, 14, 25) 
with u ʦ (Ϫ/2, /2), v ʦ (0, 2), and w ʦ (0, ϩϱ), and ␣ is a scaling factor.
Consider N epi epicardial and Nendo endocardial contour points of an LV, their prolate spheroidal coordinates are (un, vn, wn) . We translated and rotated the coordinates according to the geometric principal axes of the points, such that the epi-and endocardial points lay closely to two primitive surfaces, respectively, with ␣ ϭ ␣ 0, u ʦ (Ϫ/2, umax), v ʦ (0, 2), and w ϭ wepi (epicardial) and w ϭ wendo (endocardial). Note that u ϭ Ϫ/2 corresponds to the apex, and u ϭ umax is approximately the base. In slight variance from the previous works (8, 14, 25) , we selected u ϭ 0 in the numerical samples of this study.
Let f epi (u, v) be a function that maps the outer primitive (w ϭ wepi) onto the epicardial contour points, the mapping error Eepi is given by:
in which ␥ n is the weight. As in previous works (8, 14, 25) , geometric regularization Repi was imposed to avoid large curvature on the fitted surface, as:
where ␥ are weights. Therefore, the fitting was to minimize the objective function ⌽epi ϭ Eepi ϩ Repi. The mapping function fepi can be chosen to be cubic Hermite interpolation (8, 25) , cubic B-spline (14, 15) , or other forms. Here, we used the following B-spline function:
in which B u i (u) is clamped at the end points (u ϭ Ϫ/2 and umax), and B v j (v) is closed for v ʦ (0, 2). Nu and Nv are the number of control points. To ensure that the fitting surface is C 2 continuous at the apex (u ϭ Ϫ/2), a linear constraint (A ij) ϭ C ⅐ X was imposed, with X the independent fitting parameters. It can be shown that the objective function ⌽ epi is in a quadratic form:
where the matrix H, vector b, and scalar 0 are constants contributed by Eepi and Repi. Thus the parameters that minimize ⌽epi can be solved from linear equations H ⅐ X ϭ b. We also used product of polynomial function (in u direction) and triangular function (v direction) as the shape function (similar to Eq. A7 below with w ϭ constant), and obtained similar results. Similarly, the inner primitive (w ϭ w endo) was mapped by fendo (u, v) onto the endocardial contour points. The primitive surfaces were divided in u and v directions in the same pattern into quadrilateral FE mesh, with some special treatment applied at the apex area to avoid singularity. Hexagonal volumetric mesh was then generated by dividing the space between the surfaces into several layers. The number and size of the elements can be adjusted. The primitive FE mesh was then deformed to form a LV model (see Fig. 2A for normal LV) by translating the nodes along the w direction, according to f endo and fepi, i.e., a node in the primitive with coordinates (u, v, w) was moved to (u, v, wЈ) by
APPENDIX B
Reconstruction of Continuous Displacement Field
Reconstruction of continuous 3D displacement field in the ventricular wall was similar to the above geometric fitting. Consider a set of N DENSE material grid points, whose initial coordinates and displacement vectors for all frames have been extracted from DENSE MRI. The prolate spheroidal coordinates of the ith material grid points were (u i 0 , v i 0 , w i 0 ) initially and were (u i J , v i J , w i J ) at the Jth frame with time t ϭ t J . The displacement vector (change of coordinates) was
. We use a continuous function f(u, v, w; t J ) to approximate the displacement field, as: x, Deformed position of finite element nodes; uu, vv, and ww: stretches in u (longitudinal), v (circumferential), and w (radial) directions; max, mid, and min: maximum, middle, and minimum principal stretches, respectively; E, Green strain; J, relative volume change; RMSE, root mean square error; DENSE, displacement encoded with stimulated echo; T12 and T8, DENSE material grid points with slice thicknesses of 12 and 8 mm, respectively.
After the displacement field was fitted for all of the frames, we obtained a series of coefficients (C 0 J , C J , A J , B J ). The continuous displacement at any time t would then be estimated with function f(u, v, w; t) as in Eq. A7, where the coefficients were obtained by interpolating (C 0 J , C J , A J , B J ) using a closed cubic spline through the cardiac cycle.
APPENDIX C
Validation and Error Analysis
To validate the reconstruction results and investigate the effects of the error of DENSE data, we constructed a numerical phantom based on the normal LV. The continuous displacement field fitted from the experimental DENSE data was taken as the known displacement. In the LV wall, we generated two sets of artificial DENSE material grid points with slice thickness of 12 and 8 mm and denoted them as T12 and T8, respectively. As shown in Fig. A1, A and B, the first slice is 4 mm below the base. The in-plane grid of artificial material grid points is 1.5 mm ϫ 1.5 mm (Fig. A1D) and is rotated by 45°from the actual grid. Displacement vectors of these artificial material grid points were calculated by Eq. A7, with the fitted coefficients (C 0 J , C J , A J , B J ) at t ϭ 40 ms after end diastole. Then random errors between 0, Ϯ5, Ϯ10, and Ϯ20% were added to the displacement vectors. From the displacement of the artificial material grid points, the deformation field was reconstructed, and the deformed position x, stretches , and Green strain E were computed on the FE nodes and compared with the known or exact values. The overall relative RMSE of these quantities were calculated with Eq. A10 by replacing x with the corresponding entity. The results are listed in Table A1 . Contours of stretches uu, vv, ww, and min, and shear Green strain Evw, as reconstructed from DENSE material grid points T12, are plotted in Fig. A2 . Reconstruction of the deformed position of FE nodes was fairly accurate. The stretches were also predicted well, with acceptable relative RMSE, and their spatial distribution was correctly reproduced. Some local patterns were distorted by the increased random error of DENSE displacement vectors. The RMSE increased gradually and nearly linearly with the random error. This indicates that reconstruction does not amplify the experimental error of DENSE data.
The relative RMSE of the strain components, however, are higher, particularly for the shear components. An explanation is that the dominator in Eq. A10 is small for strains (which are zero at undeformed state) and can amplify the relative RMSE. Indeed, as shown in Fig. A2 , the 3D distribution of E vw (which has the highest relative RMSE) is accurately reproduced, even with random Ϯ20% error of the displacement input.
In general, the RMSE with DENSE material grid points T8 is lower than with T12, as expected. When the error of DENSE displacement increases, however, the advantage of using smaller slice thickness decreases, in particular for the shear strains.
